
Saturday 13th July 2019.  Rachel Mason 

 

Whether it was because of the previous AGM or the weather (sunny!), or just other 

commitments, the turn out was smaller than usual, but - the best things come in small 

packages, and the group was very keen to attempt anything that Rachel put in front of us.  

We began with a piece by John Dowland – marked ‘cheerful’  - unusual for Dowland. But 

‘Fine knacks for Ladies’ was a lively piece, and Rachel encouraged us to try all four parts (if 

possible) before putting it all together on the instrument of our choice – a good experiment 

for those who find themselves stuck on one line for the whole session.   

Following this we looked at the centrespread piece from the most recent magazine – Bobby 

Rootveld’s Saalfeld Freilach. It shared the tricky parts amongst most of the instruments, but 

used a lot of the very high notes from the descant, which worked better on the sopranino. 

Some awkward fingering to accommodate the scale chosen, which was based on a mode in 

D, Mi Sherberach, so not as intuitive to play as most music.   

Now to a calmer moment – Ludwig Senfl’s Ecce Quam bonum. This is a setting of psalm 

123, and uses words form the Gloria. A very beautiful piece, again letting all parts have a 

part in the main tune, sometimes all 4 parts playing, sometimes down to just a duet.   

Tea was then ably provided by Vivienne and Jill – a delicious lemon cake amongst other 

delicacies.  

After tea we completed the Senfl, before looking at some very challenging Lance Eccles – 

his Spectrum – 3 pieces related to various aspects of light. Whilst the middle piece was 

calm, the outside 2 pieces were lively and had some very interesting rhythms and 

enharmonic notes. Rachel thought that we coped very well with these challenges.  

Finally, Playford’s Gathering Peascods – after Rachel had explained the huge importance of 

gathering peas at harvest in Playford’s time. Again, we began by playing all 4 parts, on 

instruments which some people were not used to, before putting the whole piece together, 

choosing parts as we liked. The second run through included the addition of a drum, and 

the final run through for the afternoon was a fast version.  

Thank you for a lovely afternoon of recorder playing, Rachel, and we can only apologise for 

the low attendance.   


